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Dear Covalensians,
I take great pride in
sending

a

personal

note to you all. I am
thankful for the
dedication, commitment and the incredible efforts you all
make every day.
Five and a half years in making of Covalense, each and every
one of you have contributed in your own ways and have made
this journey a very rewarding experience filled with fun for all
of us.
We have added many clients who are very happy with the
ROI, who trust us and love to work with us in the coming years
for

their

future

requirements.

We

have

expanded

geographically and are rewarded as a “reliable team" by our
clients. We are seeing growth in multi directions and creating
waves with our innovativeness. Adding value to our daily
deliverables will work wonders for us and pave path for a
bright and successful future.

Wish you all a glorious and prosperous New Year!!
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COVALENSE across GLOBE

Covalense’s organic growth is phenomenon over past few years. One of biggest or probably the
highest success factor is adding clients at a rapid pace with sustainable business model. The
following client list tells clearly how Covalense is expanding its horizon on the versatile business
model on both technology and business domain. Other than the strong service delivery model,
Covalense also has started the journey towards product development (Intellectual Property) by
leveraging its strength in the telecommunication arena. Product like Generic reporting framework,
convergent mediation, and Interconnect vendor offer automation with successful deployment for
clients shows how Covalense also establishing their strong foot prints in the product development
Oracle CGBU consulting team gets engaged with their customers to ensure right
way of implementing Oracle's communication product stack to ensure the best
product optimization and lowest CTO. As a Gold Partner, Covalense has been
working closely with Oracle with many customers across Europe and South-East
Asia under this partnership model. Covalense is involved in working with Oracle for
BSS implementations with Travel Port, customer in UK and Korea Telecom, South
Korea.
Covalense is engaged with
IBM Global Services handin-hand in the BSS space of
the Oracle product stack
and assisting them on some
of the most challenging
implementation.
This
engagement includes some
challenges
like
cross
product
migration
to
OBRM, high SLA driven L3
maintenance
projects

Covalense
once

has
again

pulled a rabbit
out of the hat
and delivered a
final

product

that…”

Reggie

Perkins,
CSpire
Wireless

As a prime vendor
of Tech Mahindra
for
Oracle
OSS/BSS
solutions,
Covalense
is
assisting
Tech
Mahindra
in
both Onshore
and
Offshore
models
and
playing
a

and OBRM upgrade projects
for their client in Europe
and Australia.
Wipro, one of the very
dominant players in system
integration in Telco domain,
has
partnered
with
Covalense
right
from
design, implementation and
test along with the end-toto architecture support for

“As a Gold Certified
Partner, Covalense
has been working
Closely with
Oracle..”

their
major
telecommunication clients
across the geography on
Oracle product stack in the
OSS/BSS space. With a
strong expertise in this
arena,
Covalense
has
proved to be a very win-win
partnership
model
to
Wipro.

critical role in functional and
architectural
support
specifically for the Oracle's
Communication
product
portfolio. Few engagements
Covalense has uniquely
handled are STC Bahrain,
COX
Communications
implementations.

telecommunication service
provider in the east coast
USA has taken Covalense’s
assistance in advance pay
platform enabled services
and pre-paid AAA charging
implementation workflow
on Oracle's communication
product stack.

Cspire Wireless (formerly
Cellular
South),
a

HP-MPhasis as a
entrant
to
communication

new
Oracle's
product
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Did you know? This employee can heal with her spiritual & magical hands on Reiki --Krishna peesapati

stack depends
on Covalense
expertise for
their customer
implementatio
n especially in
OBRM space.
Covalense is
playing
an
anchor
role
driving role for
the
HPMphasis for
OBRM
upgrade and
custom
functionality
implementatio
ns for the
client
in
Australia.

“Excellent
achievement!!
It has been a
marathon
effort..568 test
cases, 350+
complex
logical
workarounds
…
This is
undoubtedly a
significant
milestone
towards the
success of this
project” —Says
MphasiS

Covalense as a
preferred
vendor of ACT TV (formerly
Atria
Convergence
Technologies) is working in a
managed services model to
support the operations and
implementations of Oracle
OSS and BSS projects. ACT is
pioneer service provider for
providing digital and IP TV
Dear Team
I must
congratulate and
thank the entire
team for the
wonderful job
done …... I am
sure these reports
will remain
milestone…. “

-- Says
Prasad, ACT

channels through local cable
operators.
Besides
Covalense has also delivered
a pre-packaged web based
reporting system integrated

with OBRM system to meet
the
dynamic
business
decision requirements.

maximum level of customer
satisfaction.

Intuit, a leader in finance
domain has an array of
products such as Quicken,
QuickBooks, and TurboTax
etc for both retail and
corporate customers and
these products and services
are offered online and SaaS
model.
They
have
implemented
oracle
communication
stack
products Siebel-CRM, AIA
(PIPs), OBRM. Covalense as
leading system integrator for
Oracle's
Communication
product stack played a
crucial role of functional
consultant and also helped
the customer to build and
end-to end systems testing
on whole solution delivery in
SaaS model.

Indian School of Business
(ISB) is one of the top
business schools in the
World. Its MBA-equivalent
program is ranked #13 in the
world in 2011. Covalense
has delivered their Core
Back Office solutions of
Staff/Student Exit process
and Career Advancement
Solution. It also facilitated
for their event management
solution
for
‘SME-SEZ
Connect’
conducted
annually for building SME marketplace linkages by its
Centre for Entrepreneurship
Development along with
APIIC. Covalense is fast
becoming
a
preferred
vendor for its core back
office
and
business
solutions.

YTL Communications Sdn
Bhd, is a subsidiary of
utilities company, YTL Power
International Berhad, and
serves
as
the
telecommunications
arm
within the wider YTL
Corporation Berhad Group.
YTL communications first to
launch 4G service in
Malaysia for data, voice and
VAS services on the WIMAX
platform. They aim to build
world-class services that
improve the lives of people
across Malaysia utilizing the
nationwide 4G wireless
broadband
network.
Covalense has taken the
challenge to manage their
whole
OSS
and
BSS
operation by ensuring that
they get the right support to
run their business up to a

Vodafone Qatar Q.S.C is
part of the world's leading
international
mobile
communications group, the
Vodafone Group. Covalense
is their preferred outsource
to extend their business
process by
providing
the
BPO
services for
Phil
Worsley,
Qatar
General
Manager
region like
Vodafone
says
Migration
"Vodafone
is
from R5 to
impressed with the
R6, Money
quality
and
Transfer,
commitment
of
red
SIM
Covalense's ... & for
provisionin
the
solution
g and few
delivered with 6
other
Sigma
quality
important
standards
for
CRM .data
Vodafone
Qatar
visibility
operations".
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Did you know? Dibyendu Ghatak has participated in India’s Biggest Talent search—Indian Idol

through Seibel.
Coca-Cola Amatil, is the
largest
non-alcoholic
beverage in the South Pacific
region that bottles and
distributes ‘The Coca –Cola
company soft drinks’ and
other beverages in several
countries. Covalense as the
preferred vendor for both
New Zealand and Australia
offices,
developed
a
enterprise application for
label printing, scanning and
back flushing for their pallet
production
requirements.
The solution has many
credits for its integration
with industrial printers,
scanners and enterprise
solutions like SAP and
AS400.
Covalense has
demonstrated excellent
technological skills and

Unilever is one of the
world's largest consumer
goods companies and also
one of the Fortune 500
company, with a turnover of
nearly $50 billion. Covalense
proudly says that it is one of
the strategic vendors for
their core business domain
of enterprise reporting and
data processing; it designed,
developed, and successfully
implemented
enterprise
Business
Intelligence
solutions to automate the
monthly
and
quarterly
reporting requirements of
several
Unilever
geographical regions, all
over the world. It won many
accolades from Unilever
Head office and Unilever
embraces Covalense as one
of the most respected cost
leveraging
and
quality
vendor.
Open Wananga & TWOA are
the premier educational
universities serving majorly
Tertiary education in New
Zealand and have more than
200,000
student
enrolments. Covalense has
been involved in building the
Intellectual Property of Te
Wānanga of Aotearoa and
Open Wānanga. Since 2003

Professionalism
…within tight project
schedules & costeffectiveness, We are
happy to recommend
Covalense ...." Speaks
Kingi Wetere, General
Manager, Open
Wananga
"As a recognized offshore

in line with the business
objectives of Wānanga
across New Zealand Tertiary
sector. As a preferred
vendor,
Covalense’s
involvement spans the areas
of Software Consulting,
Business Analysis, System
Design,
Development,
testing,
Support
and
maintenance of various IT
systems that are critical for
the
effective
business
functioning.
Riscoveri, one of the
established players in risk
management and integrated
compliance
management
domain partnered with
Covalense for the migration
of its legacy systems into
latest
Microsoft
technologies.
It
values
Covalense as a valuable
offshore partner for its
range of business services
right
from
application
hosting,
maintenance,
functional
enhancements
and customer service.
We

chose

...their

Covalense

sheer

execution
and

displayed

great

flexibility and dexterity in
resolving

our

development
across

operations

AMET

here at Gen-i; they have

and

ability to work with us.....

global

our Application Services

commitment,

excellence

requirements

vendor ...to work well with

for

and

our

in

Asia

Europe"

says

Satish CP, Project Manager,

clearly exceeded our

Unilever

expectations..:" says Rodney
Pomfrett, Application
Services Manager,

Gen-i

We have known Covalense for their
technical talent, breadth of expertise,
and relationship focus …. And has
consistently demonstrated
resourcefulness and commitment in all
assignments…” Shares, Vino
Ramayah,Chairman & CEO-Medtech
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“I’d like to recommend Covalense, for lean,
effective, and cost competitive software
development..Covalense has built… a world class
process library (CMMI level 3)... and solved the
problem of digital rights management where
Microsoft had not solved and still have that
commitment and enthusiasm to help us over the
finishing line." Shares, Jan Wijninckx, Director,
SmartMatix
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Context Aware
Applications

Many

communication should occur. The Intercom
application uses context, acquired from an
instrumented home to facilitate one-way (i.e.
monitor or broadcast) and two-way (i.e.
conversations) communications to address these
drawbacks. An occupant of the home can use the
Intercom application simply by talking to the home.
For example, to broadcast a message to all other
occupants, the initiator can say, “House, I would like
to announce …” The house responds with “Go
ahead” to indicate that it has understood the
request, and the user continues with “Dinner is
ready so everyone should come to the kitchen.”This
audio announcement is delivered to every occupied
room in the house. To indicate the announcement is
over, the user says, “Stop the intercom.” If someone
is sleeping in a room, the broadcasting
communication may not occur for him/her.

of us may be already aware of that the

context aware applications are one of the new
emerging technologies. By the name itself, we can
somewhat understand what exactly context awar
applications are. Contexts are defined in different
ways. Location, time, situations etc. are factors to a
context. An otherwise static computing system can
change with change of contexts if it is context aware.
Below, I give an example of how context aware
applications allow devices interact with the users.
Intercoms in homes ar e intended to facilitate
conversations between occupants distributed
throughout the home. Standard intercoms have
drawbacks including the need to move to a particular
location in the home (e.g. a wall-mounted intercom
unit) or carry a handset to use the intercom, the lack
of control in directing communication to an occupant
without knowing his/her location (e.g. broadcasting
is often used) and the lack of knowledge of the
caller’s status to determine whether the

Floating
cloud...

on

the

Cover

bigger horizon.....
There was a time when every
household, town, farm or
village had its own water well.
Today, shared public utilities
give us access to clean water by
simply turning on the tap; cloud
computing works in a similar
fashion. Just like water from
the tap in your kitchen, cloud
computing services can be
turned on or off quickly as
needed. Like at the water
company, there is a team of
dedicated professionals

There are few frameworks that are build and
proposed for context aware applications. The
technology is not yet in mature stage and will evolve
in future days.
-- Dibyendu.Ghatak

making sure the service
provided is safe, secure and
available on a 24/7 basis. When
the tap isn't on, not only are
you saving water, but you
aren't paying for resources you
don't currently need.
Over the last two decades,
different
variations
of
outsourcing
models
have
evolved, leading to various
technological changes and
upgrades. Cloud computing is
seen to be the next big wave
within outsourcing and has
already seen major players like
Amazon, Salesforce, SunGard,
Microsoft and Google leading
the way into the “Cloud.” With
the

current push towards cloud
computing becoming stronger,
traditional
methods
of
outsourcing and providing
service will need to change.
The range services over the
cloud has been classified
primarily on the following
areas,
“Infrastructure as a
Service (IaaS)” is a provision
model in which an organization
outsources the equipment used
to support operations, including
storage, hardware, servers and
networking components. The
service provider owns the
equipment and is responsible
for housing, running and
maintaining it. The client
typically pays on a per-use
basis.
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Did you know? CVL has a Ranji Player who is also an active participant in other games—Suneel Vadlamudi

“Platform as a Service
(PaaS)” is a way to rent
operating
systems,
application servers and
network capacity over the
Internet
as
a
soft
infrastructure
where
companies can develop
applications or other utility
software without having
much of investments. The
service delivery model
allows the customer to rent
virtualized

servers and associated
services
for
running
existing applications or
developing and testing new
ones.
“Software as a Service (SaaS)” is
a software distribution model in
which applications are hosted
by a vendor or service provider
and
made
available
to
customers over a network,
typically
the
Internet.
Microsoft, Intuit like companies
are enabling themselves to
offer their software products
using this model which is a win-

win

proposition for the both vendor
and end users

--Santhosh Lagishetty

Employee
Touch
Shivlal was a hardworking farmer, busily
working under hot sun pushing his cattle to
complete tilling the land for the day. Suddenly he
found a strange thing shining in the middle of muddy
soil. He stretched to pick the object which he never
saw before. But when he saw it more closely, he got
bit scared as there is someone looking at him
straight. As he observed it more closely, it resembles
his father that he vaguely remembers from his
memory. He got really amazed to see the sudden
appearance of his father and quickly recovered from
his amusement. As he started conversing with it, he
noticed his father also talking to him back. Felt very
happy for this unexpected gift and saved it safely in a
box. Since then it has become a daily routine for the
farmer to sit in front of this object and talking to it,
spending few hours every day.
As this is going on for many days, his wife Sati got bit
annoyed and wanted to find what her husband was
doing sitting in front of the box for hours together.
As she opened the box and saw this object, she saw
a beautiful lady looking at her. As she found the real
reason behind her husband sitting in front of it and
spending hours every day, she got really furious. She
decided not to stay there anymore and left to her

mother’s place. Sati also made sure to carry the
object with her as she doesn’t want to leave the
beautiful lady with her husband. She went straight
to her mother and explained the whole story.
Where is it? Mother asked, covering her curiosity
thinking it may annoy her daughter further. Mother
opened the box with Sati pointing towards it.
As she looks into, said it loudly “how disgusting this
woman, looks like very old also?” I cannot imagine
that your husband can really do anything with her
leaving you behind without realizing that she is
looking at her own reflection and that it is she
herself is seen in that object.
This has all happened during the initial days of the
Mirror when it was discovered. No one knows that
the mirror is showing exactly how we look at it, it is
the way you look at it to reflect your perception in
the similar way. As the mirror can show different
images, we all will have the different experiences
going thro’ the various phases in our own life and
have a choice to perceive things in our own way.
But at the end it all depends on the kind of choices
we make to keep our life simple and straight….
--Sreenivas Peesapati
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The phrases 'lateral thinking,'
'process
improvements,
'thinking outside the box,' are
very
powerful
concepts
worthy
of
deeper
investigation and practice
than just another cliché in
today's complex and dynamic
world.
It is never easy to 'think
outside the box,' nor is it
reflection
of
one's
intelligence. For a given
problem, some people tend
to explore solutions in the
unknown
world,
which
requires creativity, mental
toughness,
agility
and
boldness. Often the individual
is a leader in the true sense,
but we do not have to be
leaders to think outside the
box.
Exploring an unknown world
means 'to investigate the
unused path leaving the
psychological comfort zone.'
It is thinking beyond the
parameters
of
human
consciousness and experience
-- to see beyond the norm, to
be a visionary.
So how do you think outside
the box? Well, it all begins
with how we think and
consider things. I am sure;
we were, are and will be
trapped in the maze of
thinking forever. The reality is
that most of the world
follows conventional wisdom.
We have been thought to
think in routine ways from
early days of school: trapped
in a matrix or a box.

In every problem solving there's always people who think differently,
who come with a 6th option when only 5 were suggested by others,
who think "out of the box".
Learn to see the box
Look at the box and understand its constraints. Consider which of those
constraints are actually beneficial to solving the problem, and point out
which are either in the way or not necessary.
You might think that the answers mentioning assumptions are exactly
the same thing, but I'm not sure that they are. Knowing the realm of the
problem is important, too. Once you've got a clear picture of the
problem and already considered solutions, you can pick up one piece
and see if other potential solutions come to mind.
Expand your box
You can never think outside of the box which is your own mind. So,
keep expanding on what you know and have heard about. Things that m
ay seem uninteresting to other people should hold interest for you.
There is almost always some detail that you actually could find
unexpected and exciting.
All of these random, interesting bits of information can come together
in odd ways when you are analyzing a problem. You just never know
what will happen.
There is no box!
There is a specific problem to solve, and a set of constraints which might
apply. Work out what the problem is (think abstractly and in real terms),
defining it in both specific topic-based terms, and in more general
terms.
Examine each of the constraints (don't make assumptions) to see if,
when, and to what extent they might apply. Look at the problem from
the perspective of who it affects (don't forget the goal) as well as from
behind the scenes.
Don't make assumptions.
If you assume certain things are true when they're not, you'll prevent
yourself from examining different perspectives. Also challenge existing
decisions/assumptions that others have made - there might be a good
reason for it, or there might not, or there was one that no longer
applies.
Think abstractly.
Learn to see things as patterns and in abstract terms. When you spot a
pattern, consider similar things and see if you can apply actions from it
to the current thing. If your subject area has named patterns, learn
them - but don't treat them as cookie cutter solutions.
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Don't forget the goal.
Sometimes it's easy to get
bogged
down
with
a
particular
target/implementation
instead of remembering the
real goal

Never
stop
learning.
General knowledge can be a great source of inspiration - a lot of
problems have been solved by someone already - the more you know
the more you might remember something applicable to the current
situation.
Be a good programmer, not just a good at programming language.
Don't be scared to learn multiple technologies and techniques - even
multiple "overlapping" languages can help you to see things in different
terms, but a good variety of different ones may help more. Of course
pick a few areas to specialize/master, but also make sure you have a
decent grounding in general concepts, which you can gain by learning
multiple different languages,

Santa @ Pizza world
Santa Singh: One Large Cheese
Makhani pizza Please…
Pizza Boy: Sure sir, how many
pieces you want to make it!! 4 or 8?

Don't assume someone is too inexperienced to help.
Sometimes people that appear not very knowledgeable, or that have
never programmed, can appear to be useless for a programming
problem - but that doesn't mean you should ignore them. Everyone has
different perspectives and skill-sets, and might provide a unique insight
that spring-boards you to a solution.

Santa Singh: Eight pieces are too
much for me to eat, make it into 4
pieces.

9 keys to contentment
Health enough to make work a pleasure.

-- Dibyendu.Ghatak

Wealth enough to support your needs.
Strength enough to battle with difficulties and overcomet them.
enough to confess your sins and forsake them.

Problems are
simply challenges
waiting for
Solutions to meet

Patience enough to toil until some good is accomplished.
Charity enough to see some good in your neighbors.
Love enough to move you to be useful and helpful to others.
Faith enough to make real things of God.
Hope enough to remove all anxious fears concerning the future.
--Sai Lakshmi
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A day with a fly in Bahrain…

Concerned person has provided me all the
information and I reached my destination
where I have to sit. I saw people are roaming
around all the places and it looks like “Silk Board
traffic”. There were flies all over the places. I
felt flies were very friendly, all the time they
wanted to sit on you.

Bahrain is considered one among the big
European city in Desert, where one can find
latest
gadgets,
high
rise
buildings,
entertainment and fashion, landing in Bahrain
with this thought excited me. I reached my
hotel and had very sound sleep. I have to go to
client place next day and I woke up early in the
morning. I took the taxi to reach my office. On
the way to office, I had many imaginations
about new office and workplace. It took longer
than expected to reach the place. My dreams
took sharp turn when I get down the taxi and
saw the building; “it looks like some old
monument”—was my 1st thought & I
encouraged saying it might be the problem with
the looks & expected all the modern facilities
inside the office-though not the case.

One day I came early for a conference call. I
joined the meeting. I was surrounded by the
flies. When my turn came to give certain details
to the people joined in the conference call, I
started narrating. Suddenly one of the fly came
and got a chance to enter inside my mouth and
with no time it reached inside my tummy. I tried
all possible ways to vomit the fly but in vain.
After unsuccessful attempts, I had to then go
back to work and since then whenever I used to
take food I used to realize that I have eaten
something that is not my food at all..
Dibyendu.Ghatak
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Employees Walk & Talk for Covalense

“Working with Covalense had been a

“Covalense is the organization where

dream come true... frankly speaking

employees are allowed to explore things

every professional would dream for a

as per their wishes and provide the path

place where your thoughts, skills and

for

YOU as an individual is recognized. And

Horizontal growth allows one to handle

to name it is “Covalense”.

personal issues and keeping ones office

Having a very existing and satisfying

and home affairs in equilibrium and

journey with Covalense, looking forward

vertical growth is for gaining more and

for new challenges to add in my cherish-

more technical knowledge.

horizontal

able list of memories for life time  “

and

vertical

growth.

--Pradeep Raghuvanshi

-- Anita Vemparala

“Covalense is the place where each

“Covalense

individual is given equal importance and
opportunity.
feeling

It

of

gives

employees

belongingness

has

Integrity,

Honesty,

Sense of Fair play, an abundance of rich

a

Experience, Fun Factor and a very very

and

thin

togetherness. So, Covalense is truly one

line

between

Management

and

Employees. All of these makes working

of the best places to work.”

at

Covalense

a

Wonderful

&

Professionally fulfilling experience”

-- Dibyendu Ghatak

--Rajsekhar Gullipalli
“Very open and flexible company culture.
You will come across a bunch of talented
individual contributors, which are smart

“Covalense has laid the platform where
we can work as entrepreneur and the
free to innovate in business or
technology domain."
– Sudip

and mostly easy to work with. You
can have

coffee

with

CEO

anytime. Perks and benefits cannot be
better."
-- Mohana Ankarla

“I’ve been working for Covalense from
the last 5 and half years and from the

“In

my

Respected

words

Success=Health

Relationship

+

Wealth

beginning i can say that there isn't a

+

single day that i feel disappointed in the

+

aspect of Job satisfaction. I really love

Encouragement, for "Success" care of

working here because of the challenges

address is @covalense.com, that’s why I

faced,

am part of it.”

support by

management

and

colleagues as well. Even when we are

-- Santhosh Lagishetty

flooded with work and after going
through all those hectic scheduled days,
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the outcome gives us the ultimate
happiness. Added to this when you get

“Covalense as an organization believes in

Recognition for your hard work it will be

speed, simplicity and trust. Be it client,

like icing on the cake. I'm very proud to

employee

or

any

business

partner.”

be part of the company from the
-- Shubhanshu Srivastava

beginning and to happy for the growth
of the company. Cheers  “

“It is my great pleasure being a part

-- Bharath Bellamkonda

with the Covalense and its Team. Though
it is a short journey, I have seen vast

"Flexible working hours, fun at work,

difference particularly in its personnel

mentoring,

approach, creation of good environment

employee

friendly

and support from the management, when

organization"

it compared to other places. Also, a well

-- Mallikarjuna

supportive and professional team at all
levels.

“Covalense is the right place where i
would develop my skills and knowledge
by
learning
the
things
simultaneously. Employee friendly and
also gives continuous support to
employees in each and every aspect.”

Personally,
at Covalense.
expectations

from

the

the

clear

management,

“This year, I am celebrating 3rd year with
Covalense, and I have stayed at Covalense
because it is a flexible and understanding
organization with
quality
people,
challenging and sustainable projects, and
positive long term relationship with
customers. Also, the company gave me an
opportunity to take lead, work onsite and
company’s consistent approach towards
growth and stability provides me a
challenging
and
enjoyable
work
environment. I found Covalense to be a
hard-working, dedicated group of people
who put the customer first and are
successful
because
of
it.
Plus, it’s a nice place to work – the
employees are friendly and it’s like a
family. Moreover my Project lead is a
mentor who guides team in all aspects of
life apart from work. “

which you go and try to do it better.”
-- Balaji Palem

“Covalense is the company where the
talent

Given

work

-- Narendra Moparthi

learning hub; it gives a baseline of ideas

and

enjoying

benefit”

“Working in CVL is inspirational and

skills

am

good place to prove myself for a mutual

-- Sailakshmi

employee's

I

are

encouraged and which provides a healthy
environment for employee and it is the
company which is driven by the values
and of course it is one of the growing
company. I think whatever we will do in
our life but at the end of life we will
have only one question "what we get and
what we lost" and sure about that the
opportunity I have got here will count it
as "Get” part of my life.”

-- Satish Penkula

-- Shailendra Singh
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our company. It leads to develop myself
and as well as the company.”
-- Harika Chimmili

“Covalense is the only place where every
employee's idea counts. Whenever i
have gone with a new idea Covalense
never said a NO. And also the support
from the fellow team members was
really adorable. Really, I bet no where I
can get this much freedom and finally I
am very proud to be a COVALENSIAN.”
-- Hemanth Nalluri
“Communications

are

open

“Well I always wanted to work with a
company

and

material

I

can

get

better

opportunities to proves myself and to be
part of the success. I think this
organization is the well growing and can
provide

me

that

kind

of

opportunities.....”

and

-- Swapna Masuram

accessible, competence in coordinating
human

where

resources and

integrity in carrying out vision with
consistency. Supporting

“Work environment and the people…“
--Hari Dande

professional

development and showing appreciation,
collaboration with employees on relevant

“Covalense is best place to work because

decisions and caring for employees as

our senior managers as considered our

individuals with personal lives. Over and

suggestions to Valuable in work. Our

above of that the working environment

colleagues’

is welcoming a

knowledge to juniors in all situations.”

"team".

sense

of

"family"

or

-- Abhijit Dutta

--

“Because as a fresher i am looking for
an excellent learning organization like
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shares
Rajesh

they

valuable
Kodali

CVL

UGADHI
HUNGAMA &
POTLOCK
LUNCH

Potpourri
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We work & also WORKOUT
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And the Journey goes On….
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Celebrations @Covalense
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New
additions to
Covalense
Family

Bhaskar’s Starboy—the
wonder boy

Shinto’s Jr. Shinto –
Mr. Handsome

CVL Lovely & latest
Couple

Sachid’s little Ronaldo

Rama’s 2 little Twinkle
Stars
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Covalense & Environment

The Year 2011 was a year of Happenings in the history of Covalense.

Apart from all the glorious moments, achievements there are yet many feathers for all the
Covalensians to feel proud of oneself and to enjoy the sense of Giving.
Yes, Covalense has started contributing to the society in their own unique way. It has tied up with
Youth for Seva –An NGO to help us identify the needy. Recently an orientation session was held at
our office, to know what Youth for Seva does & how each one can physically contribute according to
each individual interest to feel satisfied & contended.
By now you all might be wondering how we have contributed…
 Covalense Joined the Anna Hazare Movement by declaring 1 day as a black day where in we
wore black dresses and spoke about what they can do for stopping bribe. Few of us joined
the fast at Freedom Park, Bangalore
 Saving the Water body by joining dharnas to protect the lakes.
 Girls from Nachiketanjali came to our office before Diwali to sell their handmade diyas &
surprisingly all their diyas were sold out in a record time – Girls could go back to their
ashram with HAPPY FACES.
 Shortly we will be visiting an oldage home & spend a day with them.
All are welcomed to join us & relish the joy of “Giving”.
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